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Optical measurements of structure and orientation in sheared
carbon-nanotube suspensions
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We describe an optical metrology for measuring shear-induced structure and orientation in dilute
dispersions of multiwalled carbon nanotubes. Small-angle polarized light scattering and optical
microscopy are combinedin situ to quantify the structural anisotropy of multiwalled carbon
nanotubes in semidilute, surfactant-stabilized aqueous suspensions under simple shear flow.
Measurements performed as a function of the applied shear rate are used to demonstrate the
capabilities and limitations of the experimental technique, which should be suitable for probing the
shear response of polymer-nanotube melts and solutions. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanocomposite materials made out of polymers and
bon nanotubes offer the promise of plastic composites w
enhanced structural, electrical, thermal, and opti
properties.1–11As inorganic filler in an organic polymer ma
trix, carbon nanotubes are structurally unique in that the t
diameter can be the same order of magnitude as the radi
gyration of the polymer,1 yet the aspect ratio of the tubes ca
be exceptionally large12 and the tubes themselves can exhi
extreme strength.13 In addition to the resolution of funda
mental issues concerning the fractionation, functionalizat
and dispersion of multi- and single-walled carbon nanotu
in a broad array of organic solvents and polym
matrices,14,15 efficient bulk processing of nanotube/polym
composites will depend in part on a detailed understand
of the response of carbon nanotube suspensions and me
simple steady shear flow. In this article, we describe an
tical metrology for measuring shear-induced structure
orientation in semidilute dispersions of multiwalled carb
nanotubes. Small-angle polarized light scattering and opt
microscopy are combinedin situ to quantify the structura
anisotropy that develops in surfactant-stabilized aque
nanotube suspensions under steady shear flow. The me
should be suitable for optically probing the shear respons
polymer/nanotube melts and solutions in both the dilute
semidilute limit.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The multiwalled carbon nanotubes~MWNTs! used in
this study were produced via a chemical vapor deposi
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process.16 The reactor is an open quartz tube at atmosph
pressure. Controlled flows of a catalyst, a carbon source
inert gas, and hydrogen are used to grow the nanotube
the reactor surfaces. In this case, the catalyst precursor
ferrocene, the carbon source was xylene, and a 1
argon:hydrogen ratio was used. Argon was used to pu
oxygen from the reactor while heating it to the synthe
temperature~700–800 °C!. A ferrocene–xylene solution wa
fed into the reactor over the 2 h reaction period. Control o
the reactor conditions results in nanotube deposition in
hot zone of the furnace. Iron nanoparticles are formed on
reactor surfaces and catalyze the growth of the tubes. Th
nanoparticles probably catalyze the decomposition of
carbon source as they synthesize the tubes. The tubes
in ‘‘mats’’ of locally uniform height that can be removed b
mechanical means and have diameter and height distr
tions that can be varied by changing the reactor condition
scanning-electron microscope~SEM! image of typical tubes
used in the measurements is shown in Fig. 1. The ac
persistence length~between 1 and 10mm! appears to be lim-
ited by the presence of bends along the tube backbone,
the cartoon in the lower left corner of Fig. 1 depicts simp
geometries that model the effective shape of the semiflex
tubes. Based on SEM measurements, the tubes have a
diameterd'50 nm with Mw /Mn51.10, and based on opti
cal microscopy measurements~2003 magnification, after
aqueous suspension!, the tubes have a mean lengthL
'12mm with Mw /Mn52.6.

To prepare aqueous colloidal suspensions from the tu
we dissolved 3 g of thesurfactant phenoxy–ethyleneoxy i
100 g of water and mechanically mixed in 0.24 g
MWNTs. The solution was then sonicated for 30 min, a
large aggregates and impurities were allowed to settle ou
the final suspension. The final suspensions are semidi
with nL3'75 andnL2d'0.32, wheren is the number of

il:
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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tubes per unit volume. The suspensions prepared in this m
ner were stable over the course of many months. Vigor
shaking and sonication for 30 min were sufficient to red
perse any tubes that eventually settled out of solution ove
extended period. This slow sedimentation likely refle
gradual gravitational settling of the larger tubes, but entro
phase-separation~depletion! effects associated with micelle
of excess surfactant in solution might play a role as w
When we prepare bimodal suspensions containing 0.1
MWNT ~by mass! and 20 nm diam colloidal silica~0.20
volume fraction!, for example, the tubes completely pha
separate out of solution over the course of 1 day.

Any optical probe of a nanotube suspension will depe
on the optical properties of the tubes, which appear blac
bulk quantities due to absorption in the visible spectrum~the
index of refraction,n, has a small but significant imaginar
component!. Suspensions prepared at 0.24% MWNT
mass appear black in the test tube but are a transparent
when confined within the 200–400mm gap of the optical
shear cell. To obtain an estimate of the modulusunu as a
function of wavelengthl, we prepared amorphous dry film
of the MWNTs ~with surfactant! on quartz substrates. Thes
films were sufficiently thick as to appear completely bla
and opaque. The reflectance at normal incidence,R(l)
5u(12n)/(11n)u2, was then measured over the interv
300 nm,l,2500 nm~Fig. 2! with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 9
ultraviolet/visible/near infrared spectrophotometer.17 Note
that R is the square amplitude of a complex reflectivity,R̃
5AReib, and the real and imaginary parts ofn can thus be
expressed in terms ofAR andb, with unu depending on both
In principle, these two quantities are related via t
Kramers–Kronig relations,18 but upturns inR(l) at both
ends of the measured interval~Fig. 2! make such a compu
tation difficult. The symmetry of the Kramers–Kronig rel
tions, however, suggests thatb~l! should be small when
R(l) remains constant over a sufficiently broad interval ofl.
From the shape ofR(l) in the vicinity of l5632.8 nm, we
expect the imaginary part ofn to be smaller than the rea
part, and neglecting it provides the leading-order estim
unu'1.6 atl5632.8 nm. The small magnitude of the imag
nary part and the approximate modulus are consistent

FIG. 1. SEM of typical MWNTs used to make suspensions, where the w
scale bar is 1mm. The tubes are semiflexible, with a persistence len
between 1 and 10mm. The cartoon depicts simple geometrical models of
effective shape of the nanotubes.
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the measured dielectric spectra of other fullerenes,19 and we
expect limitations on the first Born approximation to b
qualitatively similar to those encountered in light scatteri
from aqueous suspensions of polymeric colloids, which m
be kept sufficiently dilute to ensure a simple interpretation
the scattering measurement.20

The light-scattering/microscopy instrument, capable
both real- and reciprocal-space measurements in the fl
vorticity plane, was designed and constructed for conduc
optical measurements of complex fluids under simple sh
flow.21 The geometry of the experiment is show in Fig.
The flow direction is along thex axis, the gradient direction
is along they axis, and the vorticity direction is along thez
axis. The sample is placed between two quartz plates,
upper of which rotates at a controlled angular speed. The
between the plates varied between 200 and 400mm, and the
angular speed was controlled to set the shear rateġ
5]vx /]y) at a point of observation 2 cm from the center
the 4 cm~radius! plates, where the local flow is simple shea
The Reynolds number is Re'ġ,2r/h, where, is the width of
the gap, andr and h are the density and viscosity, respe
tively, of water at ambient temperature (T525 °C, where all
of the measurements described here were performed!. At the
highest shear rate used in the present study (ġ550 s21), we
estimate that Re is of order 2. Since all potential suspend
fluids of interest for future study are more viscous than w
ter, inertial effects are assumed to be negligible.

A beam of polarized monochromatic light from a 15 m

eFIG. 2. Reflectance spectrum@R(l), multiplied by 10# and the estimated
magnitude of the complex index of refraction@n(l)# deduced fromR(l)
over the interval 300 nm,l,2500 nm. In determiningn(l), the phase
angle of the complex reflectance has been neglected. In the vicinit
l5632.8 nm, the estimated magnitude of the index of refraction is 1.6.

FIG. 3. The geometry of the shear light-scattering experiment, wheres is
the polarization of the incident beam andp is the polarization of the ana-
lyzer. The flowh direction is along thex axis, the gradient direction is along
the y axis, and the vorticity (v) direction is along thez axis.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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He–Ne laser~l5632.8 nm! is directed through the sample
After passing through the analyzing polarizer, the image
the scattered light in the angular range 4°–27° with resp
to the incident beam, corresponding to wave vectorq values
ranging from 0.58 to 4.9mm21, is focused onto a thermo
electrically cooled two-dimensional charge-coupled-dev
~CCD! detector using a pair of spherical condensers, and
array of data from the 2563256 pixel CCD camera is the
transferred to a personal computer. The polarization of
incident beam is denoteds and the polarization of the ana
lyzer is denotedp. In this study we measure the four co
figurations hh (s5 x̂,p5 x̂), vv (s5 ẑ,p5 ẑ), hv (s5 x̂,p
5 ẑ), andvh (s5 ẑ,p5 x̂), wherex̂ andẑ define the flow and
vorticity directions, respectively. The microscope image
collected with a different CCD camera~Dage MTI, model
72!, recorded onto a super-VHS tape, and digitized usin
frame grabber from Data Translation~DT 3851!. A strobe
flash synchronized with the video frame acquisition provid
sharp images at high shear rates.

III. RESULTS

Figure 4 shows a light-scattering/micrograph pair fo
quiescent MWNT suspension prepared at 0.24% MWNT
mass, where the width of the micrograph is 100mm. The
quiescent suspension is isotropic, and the anisotropy of
hh and vv patterns are related by a 90° rotation about
gradient ~y! direction. Thehv and vh patterns are nearly
symmetric four-lobed shapes with scattering maxima o
ented at odd integer multiples of 45°. The tubes appea
faint, dark, anisotropic shapes in the optical micrograp
with the largest tubes being darkest and most distinct. Du
the weakness of the real-space optical signal, spurious
isotropy along the flow direction associated with the vid
imaging technique is apparent in the micrograph, and
background will be removed from the real-space data. Fig
5 shows a light-scattering/micrograph pair for the suspens
depicted in Fig. 4 atġ550 s21. Broad orientation of the
tubes along the flow direction is evident in the anisotropy
thehh andvv patterns~relative to that in Fig. 4!, and in the
change in orientation of the lobes in thehv andvh patterns.
The mean orientation of the tubes is also evident in the
crograph.

To infer information about the orientation of the nan
tubes from thehh andvv light-scattering patterns, we con
sider projections of these structure factors along the flo
and vorticity directions, as shown in Fig. 6 for a 0.24% by
mass aqueous MWNT suspension at a shear rate of 0.121.
At this low shear rate, the suspension is essentially isotro
and the anisotropy is analogous to that depicted in Fig. 4
the Appendix, we derive general expressions for the m
sured structure factors within the first Born approximatio
There are four characteristic length scales contained in
hh and vv scattering patterns:jhx , jhz , jvx , and jvz . To
extract these, we fit the data toS(qi)'S(0)exp(2ji

2qi
2/2) in

the low-q limit,22 and Fig. 7 shows the four length scales
a function ofġ for a 0.24% by mass MWNT suspension. F
the hh pattern, orientation of the tubes along the flow dire
tion leads to a decrease injhz , while jhx remains saturated a
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around 0.8mm ~although the tubes are on the order of 10mm
in length, objects of this dimension will tend to scatter
angles near the beam stop!. For thevv pattern, orientation of
the tubes along the direction of flow is apparent as a sh
induced increase injvx and a shear-induced decrease injvz .

Information about the mean orientation of the tubes
also contained in the angles locating the lobes of maxim
intensity in Shv(q) and Svh(q), which we denotef. In the
Appendix, we note that one can derive the simple relat
f56(p/22um)6np(n50,1,2,...), where the angleum lo-
cates the maximum in the effective probability distributio
function p(u)sin2 u cos2 u. Here, p(u) is the measured tilt-
angle distribution function, where the tilt angle is defined
the angle between the flow~x! direction and the projection o
the tube orientation axis into thex–z plane. For an isotropic
system @p(u)5constant#, the maxima thus occur at od
multiples of 45°, in agreement with the behavior depicted
thevh andhv light-scattering patterns shown in Fig. 4. Fig
ure 8 shows the angleum inferred from thehv andvh light-
scattering data as a function ofġ, where the inset shows th

FIG. 4. Light-scattering/micrograph pair for a quiescent aqueous suspen
prepared at 0.24% MWNT by mass, where the measurements are tak
the flow-vorticity (x–z) plane. The scattering intensity depends on the re
tive configuration of the two polarizationss and p, and in this study we
measure the four configurationshh (s5 x̂,p5 x̂), vv (s5 ẑ,p5 ẑ), hv (s
5 x̂,p5 ẑ), andvh (s5 ẑ,p5 x̂), wherex̂ andẑ define the flow and vorticity
directions, respectively. The width of the micrograph is 100mm and the
light-scattering pattern subtends an angle of627°.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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vh pattern atġ50.1 s21, with the anglesum andf as indi-
cated. As the tubes orient with the flow direction, the sc
tering lobes thus rotate toward the vorticity axis.

For the real-space data provided by the optical mic
graphs, Fig. 9 shows how the distribution functionp(u) is
extracted from these images. Micrographs~top! are first
thresholded into binary images~bottom!, and shapes with an
area above a lower cutoff of 4mm2 ~outlined! are then used
to determine the effective two-dimensional orientation, d
fined as the axis that yields the smallest moment of inertia
Fig. 9, the sample on the left is at rest, whileġ550 s21 for
that on the right. The width of each image is 70mm. As
mentioned above, correlated pixelation associated with
video imaging technique leads to weak spurious anisotr
along the flow direction. Figure 10~a! shows the tilt-angle
distribution functionsp(u) for the data depicted in Fig. 9
The histograms have been made symmetric with respec
u590° to eliminate slight residual anisotropy in the e
sembles, which contain on the order of 4000 individu
shapes. Note that the uncorrected quiescent data are we
peaked along the flow direction, and this background is s

FIG. 5. Light-scattering/micrograph pair for the suspension in Fig. 4 a
shear rate of 50 s21. Orientation of the tubes along the flow direction
evident in the anisotropy of thehh andvv patterns, and in the orientation o
the intensity lobes in thehv andvh patterns. The mean orientation of th
tubes is also evident in the micrograph. The geometry is the same as th
Fig. 4.
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tracted from the raw data to get the corrected histogra
Based on these corrected distributions, the effective proba
ity distributions relevant to thehv and vh scattering pat-
terns,p(u)sin2 u cos2 u, are easily computed and are show
in Fig. 10~b!. The dark triangles indicate the locations of th
maxima suggested by thehv and vh light-scattering pat-
terns.

IV. DISCUSSION

Because most polymer melts have an index of refract
on the order of 1.5–1.6, we expect this approach to be w
suited to measuring the shear response of MWNTs dispe
in a polymer melt or solution, as long as the tubes are su
ciently dilute or the probed volume is sufficiently thin. Th
viscoelasticity of a polymer melt or solution should allow
to access a regime of higher shear stress, and we expec
elastic stresses present in such fluids might influence the
entation of the tubes, as well as their aggregation and dis
sion behavior. An understanding of how shear flow orie
and disperses carbon nanotubes in a polymer melt or solu

a

t in

FIG. 6. The low-q structure factorsShh(q) and Svv(q) projected onto the
flow ~x! and vorticity ~z! directions for a 0.24% by mass aqueous MWN
suspension at a shear rate of 0.1 s21. At this low shear rate, the suspensio
is more or less isotropic, and the anisotropy in the scattering is analogo
that depicted in Fig. 4.

FIG. 7. The four characteristic length scales determined from thehh andvv
light-scattering patterns (jhx , jhz , jvx , andjvz) as a function of shear rate
for a 0.24% by mass MWNT suspension. A discussion of the trends s
gested by the data is given.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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1248 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 3, March 2003 Hobbie et al.
might contribute, for example, to the understanding a
elimination of residual surface effects associated with
injection molding or flow coating of nanotube compos
parts, and it is hoped that the experimental technique
scribed here might prove to be an efficient and useful me
of inferring such information. A detailed study of the she
response of MWNTs dispersed in polymeric fluids will b
presented elsewhere.

Although the aim of the current article is to describe
optical metrology for probing structure and orientation
MWNT suspensions, we note that both the observed orie
tion of the tubes along the flow direction and the appar
broadness of the distribution are a reflection of the fun
mental nature of dilute and semidilute fiber suspensions
der simple shear flow. By choosing a focal plane close to
stationary bottom wall, we can observe individual tubes
they traverse the field of view at high shear rates. Th

FIG. 8. The angleum as a function of shear rate for a 0.24% by ma
MWNT suspension, whereum545° corresponds to an isotropic configur
tion. The inset shows thevh light-scattering pattern atġ50.1 s21, with the
anglesum andf as indicated.

FIG. 9. Micrographs~top! are thresholded into binary images~bottom!, and
shapes with an area above a lower cutoff~outlined! are used to map out the
orientation of the tubes. The orientation of a region is defined as the axis
yields the smallest moment of inertia. The sample on the left is at rest~Fig.
4!, while that on the right is under simple shear flow withġ550 s21 ~Fig.
5!. The width of each image is 70mm. Correlated pixelation associated wit
the video imaging technique leads to weak spurious anisotropy along
flow direction.
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vorticity axis, as they appear to rock back and forth in t
x–z plane. They also suggest that the tubes can unde
large deformations during shear flow, while quiescent obs
vations suggest that the tubes can exhibit modest defor
tion as a consequence of thermal~Brownian! fluctuations,
consistent with their semiflexible nature.

A theoretical treatment of an isolated rod-like particle
simple shear flow gives the so-called Jeffery orbit in whi
the particle undergoes an oblate precession about the vo
ity axis.23,24 These orbits are characterized by a constanC
describing the shape of the trajectory, whereC50 corre-
sponds to perfect alignment along thez axis andC5` cor-
responds to circular rotation within thex–y plane. This con-
stant is not uniquely determined by the shear rate
depends on the initial conditions of the particle.24 The par-
ticle aspect ratio, which for MWNTs is potentially quit
large, is also an important factor, and we note that for v
long slender rods the majority of the orbit is predicted to
spent aligned with the flow direction.25 The influence of fiber
flexibility on the particle orbit has also been measured a
calculated,26 and the role that hydrodynamic tube–tube inte
actions play in determining the steady-state distribution
orbit constants in dilute and semidilute fiber suspensions
also been calculated and measured.27,28Our data suggest tha

at

he

FIG. 10. ~a! Tilt angle distribution functions,p(u), for the data depicted in
Fig. 9. The histograms have been made symmetric with respect tou590° to
eliminate very slight residual anisotropy in the ensembles. The uncorre
quiescent data are weakly peaked along the flow direction.~b! Effective
probability distributions~relevant for thehv and vh scattering patterns!
based on the real-space distributions shown in~a!. The dark triangles indi-
cate the location of the maxima suggested by thehv andvh light-scattering
patterns.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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the distribution in these semidilute suspensions of Brown
nanofibers is broadly peaked aroundC5`. Note that this
analogy is somewhat qualitative, as we have not actu
measured the three-dimensional orbits of individual tubes
is consistent with measurements of particle motion in dil
rod-like and fiber suspensions under shear, however, w
also suggest a distribution that appears broadly pea
around the flow direction when viewed in thex–z plane.27–29

APPENDIX

A quantitative description of the scattering of polariz
light from a collection of optically anisotropic objects fo
lows from the analysis of Stein and Wilson.30 We assume
that the tubes have cylindrical symmetry,31 where (a i) j and
(a') j denote the polarizability of thejth scattering elemen
along directions parallel~i! and perpendicular~'! to the lo-
cal symmetry axisn̂j . The geometry of the scattering expe
ment is shown in Fig. 3, wheres is the polarization of the
incident beam andp is the polarization of the analyze
Within the first Born approximation, the intensity of sca
tered light is30

S~q!}(
k

(
j

~mk•p!~mj•p!eiq"rk j, ~A1!

where the indicesj and k run over all of the scattering ele
ments of the system. The field induced in thejth elementmj

is proportional tod j (s"n̂j )n̂j1(a j2
1
3d j )s, where a j5(a i

12a') j /3 andd j5(a i2a') j are the magnitude and aniso
ropy, respectively, of the polarizability of thejth scattering
element.30 The scattering intensity@Eq. ~A1!# depends on the
relative configuration of the two polarizationss andp, and in
this study we measurehh (s5 x̂,p5 x̂), vv (s5 ẑ,p5 ẑ),
hv (s5 x̂,p5 ẑ), andvh (s5 ẑ,p5 x̂) scattering, wherex̂ and
ẑ are the flow and vorticity directions, respectively. Formal
the structure factors are

Sab~q!}U(
k

x̂a•Fk~q!• x̂beiq"rkU2

. ~A2!

The indexk in Eq. ~A2! now runs over all of the tubes in th
scattering volume, with the vectorr k locating the centroid of
the kth tube, and with the form-amplitude tensor given by

Fk~q!5Nk
21(

j 51

Nk

@d~ n̂k jn̂k j!1~a2 1
3d!1#eiq"rk j. ~A3!

The index j in Eq. ~A3! runs over theNk ‘‘segments’’, or
stepsn̂k j , comprising the backbone of thekth tube, and1 is
the identity tensor. The vectorr k j locates thejth element of
the kth tube with respect to its centerr k . It is convenient to
recast Eq.~A3! in terms of the mean orientation of thekth
tube n̂k , defined as the eigenvector with the smallest eig
value of the inertia tensor

Ik5Nk
21(

j 51

Nk

@~r k j•r k j!12r k jr k j#, ~A4!

where ( j r k j50. Defining the local deviationDk j5n̂k j2n̂k

and neglecting terms in Eq.~A3! that are linear and quadrati
in Dk j , the four measured structure factors are
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Shh~q!}U(
k

@d~ n̂k• x̂!21~a2 1
3d!#eiq"rkf k~q!U2

, ~A5!

Svv~q!}U(
k

@d~ n̂k• ẑ!21~a2 1
3d!#eiq"rkf k~q!U2

, ~A6!

and

Svh~q!5Shv~q!}U(
k

d~ n̂k• x̂!~ n̂k• ẑ!eiq"rkf k~q!U2

, ~A7!

where the indexk runs over the tubes and the form amp
tude,f k(q)}( je

iq"rk j, contains information about their effec
tive shape. We assume thata and d are homogeneous
throughout the sample. The neglected terms are of o
^Dk j&5n̂k82n̂k , wheren̂k85Nk

21 ( j n̂k j is the end-to-end vec
tor of thekth tube. For most of the tubes this difference w
be small, and higher order terms can thus be neglected.

To proceed further requires a relative magnitude fora
andd and a specific model forf k(q). Within the scope of the
present work, a physical understanding is not difficult
achieve. For thehh andvv scattering intensities, the scatte
ing amplitude contains an additive term proportional to (n̂k

• x̂)2 or (n̂k• ẑ)2, respectively, implying thatShh(q) is more
sensitive to tube alignment along the flow direction, wh
Svv(q) is more sensitive to alignment along the vortici
direction. The length scalesjhx , jhz , jvx , andjvz deduced
from these structure factors are thus coherence lengths
taining information about the director distribution and t
shape of the individual tubes. For example, if the tubes w
all ideally straight and perfectly aligned alongx̂, then thehh
and vv patterns would differ only in overall intensity, with
jhx (jvx) corresponding to the apparent mean tube length
jhz (jvz) corresponding to the mean tube diameter, the d
ference in intensity simply reflecting the anisotropy ina i and
a' .

The nature of thevh and hv patterns is also easy t
understand. In this case, the scattering amplitude is pro
tional to (n̂k• x̂)(n̂k• ẑ), which is zero for tubes aligned with
either the flow or vorticity directions. Making the decomp
sition qx5q cosf and qz5q sinf, an isotropic suspension
will then exhibit lobes of maximum scattering intensity whe
f is equal to odd multiples ofp/4 ~see Fig. 4!. Modeling the
projection of the tubes into the flow-vorticity plane as a tw
dimensional ~2D! collection of length-polydisperse, high
aspect-ratio rectangles in thex–z plane~with the tilt angleu
defined as the angle betweenx̂ and thex–z projected direc-
tor!, one can derive the simple relationf56(p/22um)
6np (n50,1,2,...) giving the angular locations of the max
mum intensity lobes, where the angleum locates the maxi-
mum in the effective probability distribution functio
p(u)sin2 u cos2 u. Here, p(u) is the tilt-angle distribution
function discussed in the article. As the tubes orient with
flow direction, the lobes thus move away fromp/4 toward
the vorticity axis, reflecting the inverted nature of the r
sponse inq space.

To infer a measure of the physical tube dimensions fr
the light-scattering data requires a model for their shape
a quantitative knowledge of the dielectric anisotropy. W
note that if the MWNTs could be straightened out and p
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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fectly aligned, then the technique described here would p
vide a direct measure of the optical anisotropy. Assum
a i@a' , a low-q expansion of the simple 2D model me
tioned above gives

jhx
2 ' 1

3$w
2^cos4 u sin2 u&1Leff

2 ^cos6 u&%/^cos4 u&, ~A8!

jhz
2 ' 1

3$w
2^cos6 u&1Leff

2 ^cos4 u sin2 u&%/^cos4 u&, ~A9!

jvx
2 ' 1

3~w2^sin6 u&1Leff
2 ^sin4 u cos2 u&!/^sin4 u&, ~A10!

and

jvz
2 ' 1

3~w2^sin4 u cos2 u&1Leff
2 ^sin6 u&!/^sin4 u&, ~A11!

where the brackets denote an average overp(u). For the
lowest shear rate shown in Fig. 7, the above equations
w'850 nm andLeff'1.5mm, where these length scales re
resent apparent values of the mean tube dimensions
jected into thex–z plane. In principle, the smallness ofLeff

~compared toL'12mm) might be attributed to both a low-q
cutoff arising from the beam stop and the small projec
length ~in the x–z plane! of tubes whosen̂k has a large
out-of-plane~y! component. The magnitude ofw ~compared
to the tube width suggested by SEM! might be attributed to
the semiflexible nature of the tubes, which even in qui
cence contain internal ‘‘bends’’ reflecting a finite persisten
length.32 A more accurate 3D model, however, is clea
needed. When the above ‘‘bare’’ values of the tube dim
sions and the measuredp(u) are combined with Eqs.~A8!–
~A11!, for example, they predict the correct sign of the tren
observed in each of the four length scales with increasinġ
~see Fig. 7!, but the magnitude of the change is grossly u
derestimated.
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